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Party Discussion/Outcome 
Retention Query 
-Definitions 
-Discussion on definitions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Survey Select 
Questionanaire

Rocky About a month ago, Rocky received the database query from MnSCU that tracks success of 
students all the way through, (up to 6 years) from semester to semester – whether they stayed in 
school or graduated. It tracks only by student ID at this point and not by major, but there may be 
more information that can be added in the future. The question remains as to whether the query 
returns all the information needed. Perhaps there should be a subgroup that can explore this. 
The query that is generated from Access tracks majors but doesn’t go as far out and only tracks 
full-time students. 
A definition sheet has already been established based on a request to the System Office as a 
way to pull data. The data goes through a national student clearing house and is able to track 
students when they transfer out to another school. We should be getting better data as the 
definition is applied. 
 
Susie will check with Chad regarding status of the survey and getting it out to the faculty on both 
campuses as soon as possible. Due to a slight delay, the return deadline will be moved back to 
December 6. 

Graduate Survey 
 

Lisa/ Mary There have been no changes to date and is suggested that the survey go out as is. Mary is 
compiling data from the 1st survey to use as a benchmark. The results will go out at the next 
meeting. Mary will work with Lisa on the results. NCTC is doing great with the ratings at 
”satisfied” or “very satisfied” for about 6 services (college-wide about 75%.) Some services are 
not used by more than a limited number of students. The only real concerns were with Student 
organizations and clubs but they still yielded a 75% satisfied/ very satisfied rate. 



Registration Cancellation Rocky Next Tuesday, there will be a follow-up meeting college-wide to discuss the process of drop for 
nonpayment. Spring semester should be much easier due to fewer new students. TRF is 
considering again doing a pizza party in 2-3 weeks for a registration incentive. This is seen as a 
tool to get students to discuss concerns rather than in increase registration numbers. Both 
campuses are close to the same numbers as last year at this time. Both campuses will need to 
rely on marketing and information in the registration packets to make sure students are aware of 
the Registration cancellation policy. Mary will bring the pizza party idea to the student service 
meeting today to see if that registration incentive is need in EGF. 
 

Student Satisfaction 
Survey

Rocky This is an institutional priority survey and represents a sampling for use by the staff, faculty and 
administration. It will represent a big change from 2 years ago during the merger. There will be 3 
reports generated for student satisfaction: student satisfaction with EGF, TRF, and college-wide. 
Online won’t be included at this time because Perham already does a student satisfaction survey 
for online students. NCTC traditionally just subtracts the percentage of online students that are 
representative of our programs to get an idea of satisfaction. 
 

Intern  Mary We were visited by an intern from UND’s Educational Leadership program whose interest was in 
adult students. She introduced focus groups on the EGF campus and compiled quite a bit of 
data that Mary and Rocky will look at to see what can be used. They will also look at the 
possibility of another student interested in traveling to TRF. 
 

Advising Manual 
 

Mary/Rocky 
 

Kate and Lisa are working on this and hope to have it completed in a week or two. This 
discussion will be continued. 
 

Virtual Office (Retention 
Page)

 Mary 
 

Susie will work with Mary and Chad to determine what can be posted on the website as links to 
information for faculty and staff regarding retention. 
 

Director of MCS Position 
(Multicultural Services) 
 
 
 
 
 
Director of Financial Aid 
 

Mary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Unfortunately, Dylan Buhain accepted and then backed out of the MCS Position and the 
candidate that came in second had already accepted another position, so the position has been 
reposted to the MnSCU employment opportunity bulletin. Gene, Nicki and Janet have had to 
take up much of the slack that this position would have handled, so filling the position is eagerly 
anticipated. 
 
 
Brenda Dale, who comes from UMC, has been hired for this position. She is on the TRF 
campus until Alison returns and will then have her main office at EGF campus. 



Professional Dev 
(Conference) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Targets 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Next Meeting

Norma 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mary 
 
 
 
 

MOTIVATING STUDENTS FOR BETTER RETENTION, LEARNING, AND ACHIEVEMENT 

November 17-18, 2006 
Sheraton Bloomington Hotel, Bloomington, MN 

Norma was asked by the Committee and the Division Chairs to attend this conference. The 
keynote speaker was Vincent Tinto from Syracuse University. He suggests that freshman 
seminars should not be considered “add-ons.” Norma will send out the information from the 
seminar. She also suggested that we consider some of the workshops mentioned be used at in-
service, as long as there is a budget. There are traveling collaborative workshops that are 
reasonably priced. Mary is sure that there is money available in the Retention cost center. She 
will check with Dennis Paesler. 
 
Targets are at the System level, with 47% being the average. NCTC is at 49% and, because of 
this we requested extra money ($197,000 of $8 million for the total system) which we were 
granted. The money will include two Success Coordinators, one for each campus, although it is 
not known how permanent these positions will be. The focus will be on retention with ideas 
including more weekend and evening activities for students to help with student retention. There 
is still $4 million in competitive grants we could apply for. The definition is based on the PELL 
count and 1st generation students. 
Rocky believes the Committee needs to take an active roll to start something on both 
campuses. Ellen volunteered to bring it to Student Senate to get a dialogue started on how to 
get students to participate in a survey regarding retention. It would serve best to pinpoint areas 
of the most dissatisfaction and leave questions open-ended to get more detailed responses and 
suggestions of areas to improve. Rocky would like to get a group together for spring. We will 
use the same questions we used at the previous dialogue sessions. 
 
Adding an online (and conventional) suggestion box was mentioned as a possibility. Mary will 
propose this to PAC, and, if approved, will put in a request to Chad to add it to the website. It 
was also suggested that a form accompany the online suggestion box with “Concern” and 
“Solution” choices. 

Susie will send out an email notice of the next meeting. She will also arrange for cards for lunch 
from Taher. 
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